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About us

BiotechnologyForums,  the  only  forum  on  the  web  catering  specifically  to  the  needs  of 

Biotechnology and Life Sciences students (and professionals) across the globe, was founded in the 

year 2010. Brought up with the vision to promote healthy discussions and consultations amongst the 

ever increasing pool of Biotechnologists all over the world, biotechnologyforum has established 

itself  as  the  favourite  platform  for  discussion  amongst  the  students,  academicians,  scientists, 

research scholars and industrialists alike.

The major proportion of users of biotechnologyforums pertain to those students who regularly seek 

career advice from our experts and other experienced members of the forum. And, the very fact that, 

their queries and concerns have regularly been addressed, has kept our forum on the top for most 

keywords/queries  explored  in  various  search  engines.  Our  exponentially  increasing  web  traffic 

serves as an index of our popularity.

In the year 2014, www.BiotechStudents.com was launched in India, which has consistently gained 

popularity amongst the Indian Biotech Students' pool since the day of it's launch. And within less 

than 1 year of it's launch, BiotechStudents has established itself in Top 5 of google search results for 

the most coveted biotechnology entrance examination: “GATE BT” in India.

With the slogans “Defeat the Difficulties” and “Stay alert,  Stay ahead!”, BiotechnologyForums 

and  BiotechStudents  envision  themselves  as  a  stronghold  discussion  and  consultancy  niche  in 

Global and Indian Biotechnology network.
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Evolution: Yearly Traffic Details

BiotechnologyForums has witnessed exponential increase in its web traffic since its inception in 

2010.  Following  is  a  summary  of  the  Page  Views  and  Unique  Visitors'  data  collected  for 

BiotechnologyForums.com since 2010.

Page Views Data

Year Page Views

2015 1,62,912 
(as of March 25, 2015)

2014 6,28,784 

2013 4,53,945 

2012 1,78,702 

2011 62,421 

2010 12,131

Graphical summary of Page Views Data:

The annual page view trend in the last 5 years serves as the testimony to the increasing popularity of 

www.BiotechnologyForums.com
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Unique Visitors' Data

Year Unique Visitors
2015 1,35,367

(as of March 25, 2015)

2014 5,13,282

2013 3,54,732

2012 1,27,885 

2011 41,138 

2010 5,592

Graphical summary of Unique Visitors' Data:

The annual Unique Visitors' trend of  www.BiotechnologyForums.com in the last 5 years serves as 

the testimony to the fact that the increase in Page Views is not only due to the increasing content on 

the website, but increasing user-base as well. 
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Returning Userbase

The popularity of any website is not only indexed by its Page Views and Unique Visitors data, but 

also  by  the  retention  rate  i.e  how many users  return  to  the  website  after  visiting  it  once.  The 

returning  userbase  data  serves  as  the  index  of  retention  power  of  the  website  and  has  been 

summarized below:

Year Returning Visitors

2015 17,001
(as of March 25, 2015)

2014 64,325

2013 36,644

2012 10,179

2011 3,881 

2010 660

Note: 

• Returning Visits were calculated purely on cookie basis. If a person returned to our website 

for another visit an hour or more later, a returning visit was counted. 

• In the absence of cookies, all visits were counted as first time visits only.

Graphical Summary of Returning Visits' Data

The returning visits' data of BiotechnologyForums.com again testifies the increasing reliability of 

our website amongst the users.
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SEO Rankings

Our forum has been ranked 1 in google search for over 150 keywords searched by users.

In total, search results for over 4000 keywords have placed the pages from 

www.BiotechnologyForums.com in Top 10 google/search engine results. 

Annexure-1 enlists the details of various keywords and the average search engine ranking of our 

website for those keywords.

Graphical Affiliations

Our userbase belongs to over 38 countries of the world. Major visitors on our website belong to 

India, US, Australia, UK, Pakistan, Phillipines, South Africa, Japan, Nigeria, Malaysia, Canada,  

Thailand, Poland, Ireland, Ethiopia (Top 15). The share of traffic actually varies based upon the 

active day times of various countries.
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Advertisement types

A. Static Banners

Refers to the conventional in-animated banners.

B. Dynamic Banners

Refers to the animated gifs/banners.

Both static and dynamic banners may fall into any of the following dimensional categories:
1. Leaderboard (728 x 90) : Standard class
2. Rectangle (Pillow: 300 x 250 ) : Silver class

C. Video Ads

A video ad (available on any video repository) would be embedded in the chosen webpage.

Advertisement Plans

Type Position Page
Rate (per click)* Rate (per month)

Static Dynamic Static Dynamic

Leader Board Top Across site
Rs 100 Rs 125 Rs 30,000/- Rs 40,000/-

$2 $3 $600 $800

Leader Board Middle
Across site
(excluding 

home)

Rs 100 Rs 125 Rs 25,000/- Rs 30,000/-

$2 $3 $500 $600

Leader Board Bottom Across site
Rs 100 Rs 125 Rs 20,000/- Rs 25,000/-

$2 $3 $400 $500

Rectangle Middle
Across site
(excluding 

home)

Rs 100 Rs 125 Rs 25,000/- Rs 30,000/-

$2 $3 $500 $600

Rectangle Middle

Page of 
choice

(excluding 
home)

Rs 100 Rs 125 Rs 3,000/- Rs 4,000/-

$2 $3 $60 $80

Video Middle

Page of 
choice

(excluding 
home)

N.A N.A

Rs 5,000/-

$100

Complementary offer for monthly plans:

Just  add  Rs  10,000/-  in  your  plan  of  choice,  and  your  ad  will  be  featured  on 

www.BiotechStudents.com as well.
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ANNEXURE-1

Search Engine Rankings for various search queries

Avg. Rank Search Query
1 biotechnology forum
1 advantages and disadvantages of therapeutic cloning
1 unique features of viruses
1 biotechnology risks
1 biotech companies india
1 transfection vs transduction vs transformation
1 risks and benefits of biotechnology
1 biotechnology forums
1 roles bacteria play in the environment
1 what role does bacteria play in the environment
1 bacteria's role in nature
1 mrna characteristics
1 biotech company in india
1 what is the role of bacteria in nature
1 role of bacteria in the environment
1 two roles bacteria have in the environment
1 what is decomposition and how do bacteria play a role in the environment
1 biopharma companies in india
1 india biotech companies
1 biotech forums
1 what is the role of bacteria in the environment
1 biotech companies in mumbai top 10
1 therapeutic cloning advantages and disadvantages
1 entrance exams after bsc biotechnology
1 roles of bacteria in the environment
1 what are the risks of biotechnology
1 how is biotechnology used in the food industry
1 characteristics of trna
1 vacancies in biotech companies
1 leading biotech companies in india
1 top ten biotech companies in india
1 top 20 biotech companies in india
1 advantages and disadvantages of miles and misra method
1 job openings for biotechnology freshers
1 miles and misra disadvantages
1 top 5 biotech companies in india
1 best biotech companies in india
1 what is the purpose of bacteria
1 role of bacteria in nature
1 what is the difference between substitution insertion and deletion
1 substitution chromosomal mutation
1 competitive exams after bsc biotechnology
1 top 10 biotechnology companies in india
1 bioinformatics can be applied in genomics to perform
1 importance of bacteria in nature
1 what is bacteria's role in the environment
1 vacancies in biotech companies for freshers
1 future scope of microbiology
1 important role of bacteria
1 what can i do after bsc biotechnology



1 importance of bacteria in environment
1 functions of bacteria in the environment
1 roles of bacteria in nature
1 biotech companies in maharashtra
1 what do bacteria do in the environment
1 microbiology scope in future
1 unique characteristics of mrna
1 germplasm conservation of plants
1 the role of bacteria in nature
1 scope of microbiology in usa
1 what should i do after bsc biotechnology
1 top biopharma companies in india
1 important role of bacteria in cleaning the environment
1 indian biotech
1 bacteria's role as a decomposer
1
1 what roles do bacteria play in the environment
1 major biotech companies in india
1 what are some of the potential benefits and potential risks of biotechnology
1 biotechnology competitive exams
1
1 what is one benefit and one risk of biotechnology
1 entrance exam after bsc biotechnology
1 what role do bacteria play in the environment
1 gate score is out of how much
1 benefits of biotechnology in waste management in maharashtra
1 h1b sponsors for biotechnology
1 what role does the environment play in gene expression
1 jobs in pharmaceutical companies in india for freshers
1 competitive exams for biotechnology
1 bsc bio tech
1 bsc in biotech
1 inoculum preparation
1 airlift reactor
1 air lift reactor
1 paddle impeller
1 batch fermenter
1 phas photo
1 meningitis virus structure
1 weed teamspeak icon
1 ibrunitib
1 mumbai biotech companies
1 seed fermentor
1 two roles of bacteria in the environment
1 biotechforum
1 roles of microorganisms in food fermentation
1 5 advantages of biotechnology
1 2 roles bacteria have in the environment

1.1 biotech companies in india
1.1 biotechnology companies in india
1.1 risks of biotechnology
1.1 top 10 biotech companies in india
1.1 difference between transfection and transduction
1.1 risk of biotechnology

describe the formation and function of mrna rrna and trna in prokaryotes and 
eukaryotes

list the properties a material must contain in order to function as the vector 
for hereditary information



1.1 difference between transduction and transfection
1.1 biotechnology company in india
1.1 bacteria's role in the environment
1.1 jobs in biotechnology in india
1.1 biotechnology jobs in india for freshers
1.1 what is the primary role of bacteria in the environment
1.1 jobs in biotech companies for freshers
1.2 top biotech companies in india
1.2 indian biotech companies
1.2 benefits and risks of biotechnology
1.2 description of substitution
1.2 characteristics of mrna
1.2 biotechnology companies india
1.2 job vacancies for biotechnology freshers
1.3 unique characteristics of viruses
1.3 role of bacteria in environment
1.3 bacteria and the environment
1.3 biopharmaceuticals companies in india
1.3 www.biotechnology companies.com
1.3 inoculum development
1.4 germplasm conservation
1.4 bacteria in the environment
1.4 transfection transformation transduction
1.4 how does deletion affect a protein
1.4 biotechnology advantages and disadvantages of its application
1.4 teeth renewal
1.4 biotechnology labs in india
1.5 list of biotechnology companies in india
1.5 dangers of biotechnology
1.5 national university of singapore through gate score
1.5 transformation transduction transfection
1.5 future in biotechnology
1.5 application of microbiology in various fields
1.5 biotechnology food processing
1.5 substitution vs frameshift mutation
1.5 jobs in biotechnology companies
1.5 job opportunities for biotechnology students
1.5 mechanism of action of antibiotics
1.6 nus singapore gate cut off marks
1.6 top biotechnology companies in india
1.6 purpose of bacteria
1.6 germ plasm conservation
1.6 trna formation
1.7 why are microorganisms used in biotechnology
1.7 is microbiology a good career
1.7 applications of microorganisms
1.7 what is bioremediation and how does it work
1.7 what are two roles bacteria have in the environment
1.7 biotech job vacancies
1.7 traditional pharmaceuticals
1.7 antibiotics mechanism of action
1.7 antibiotic mechanism of action
1.8 list of biotech companies in india
1.8 what is the importance of bacteria in the environment



1.8 bacteria role
1.8 use of biotechnology in waste management
1.8 role of microbes in fermentation
1.8 how to prepare for gate biotechnology
1.8 use of antibiotics during viral fever
1.8 why is pcr necessary for dna identification
1.8 different fields in biotechnology
1.8 mechanism of action antibiotics
1.9 biotechnology in usa
1.9 transfection transduction transformation
1.9 upstream and downstream process in fermentation
1.9 antisense rna technology and its applications
1.9 germplasm preservation in plant tissue culture
1.9 carrier in biotechnology
1.9 benefits of antibiotics in humans
1.9 significance of pcr
1.9 why is bacteria important to the environment
1.9 trna characteristics
1.9 what to do after bsc biotechnology
1.9 20 types of amino acids and their functions
1.9 upstream process in fermentation
1.9 application of microorganisms
1.9 gate 2014 cut off marks for biotechnology
1.9 why can't rh negative blood be cloned
1.9 pha production
1.9 rotary drum bioreactor
1.9 seed fermenter
1.9 batch fermentation process
2 transduction vs transfection
2 biotech forum
2 branches of toxicology
2 transduction transfection transformation
2 applications of nanorobotics
2 transformation transfection transduction
2 nus through gate 2015
2 what is the role of bacteria
2 why is therapeutic cloning bad
2 cisgene
2 describe and give an example of environmental effects on gene expression
2 what are some careers in biotechnology
2 production of recombinant vaccines
2 top 50 biotech companies in india
2 biotechnology benefits and risks
2 transduce vs transfect
2 what are some biotechnology careers
2 benefits of using biotechnology
2 what is germplasm conservation
2 transfect vs transduce
2 biotechnology exams
2 cytogenetic technologist job description
2 bioremediation and its types
2 difference between upstream and downstream processing in fermentation
2 bharat biotech jobs for freshers
2 top biotech company in india



2 biotechnology exams in india
2 biotechnology job in india
2 m tech biotechnology iit placements
2 gate exam for biotechnology
2 scope after bsc medical
2 properties of mrna
2 after bsc biotechnology what to do
2 advantages of dna fingerprinting in forensic science
2 why is the polymerase chain reaction important
2 three types of substitution mutations
2 how can mutagens cause mutations
2 how is polymerase chain reaction used in biotechnology
2 xenobiotics biodegradation
2 classify the 20 amino acids according to r group
2 explain some of the benefits of biotechnology.
2 useful microorganisms in different fields
2 best books for gate biotechnology
2 can rh negative blood be cloned
2 what are some benefits of biotechnology
2 substitution in mutation
2 what role does bacteria play
2 substitution mutation vs insertion mutation
2 biotechnology company jobs
2 what are the job opportunities after bsc biotechnology
2 xenobiotic compounds examples
2 ti plasmid is found in
2 how is rrna formed
2 career option after bsc biotechnology
2 non bacterial transformation recombinant dna
2 biotechnology uses microorganisms
2 what after bsc biotechnology
2 is microbiology a good career option
2 dbt exam 2015
2 different areas of toxicology
2 biological companies
2 job opportunities for biotechnology graduates in india
2 bio technology companies
2 role of dna as diagnostic tool
2 bio technology company
2 transfection transduction and transformation
2 opportunities for biotechnology graduates
2 advantages of recombinant vaccines
2 biotech options
2 medical coding company
2 bio tech companies
2
2 what does substitution mutation cause
2 frameshift mutation example sentence
2 why are bacteria important to the environment
2 recalcitrant xenobiotics
2 medical coding jobs
2 microorganisms play a role in
2 bio companies
2 frameshift and substitution mutations

agents that cause mutations are called mutagens. all of the following are 
examples of mutagens except:



2 how can specific genes be retrieved from a dna library?
2 b.sc biotechnology jobs
2 what are the roles of bacteria
2 single cell protein production ppt
2 somatic embryogenesis artificial seeds
2 jobs in biotechnology india
2 job in ranbaxy paonta sahib
2 internship for nanotechnology students in india
2 vacancies for biotechnology
2 ranbaxy paonta sahib jobs
2 jobs after b.sc biotechnology
2 substitution or deletion mutation
2 bsc biotech jobs
2 betatropin
2 types of artificial heart
2 type of bioremediation
2 list of all biotech companies
2 list of biotechnology research institutes in india
2 gate 2015 maximum marks
2 gate 2014 biotechnology cutoff
2 mechanism of antimicrobial action
2 bangalore genei ltd
2 biotechnology job vacancy
2 role of biotechnology in food processing
2 yashraj biotech
2 single cell protein production process
2 gate 2015 biotechnology key
2 gate percentile calculation
2 ti plasmid found in
2 nit rourkela summer internship 2015
2 biotech comapnies
2 genes determine body patterns

2.1 transfection vs transduction
2.1 nanorobotics applications
2.1 somatic hybridisation
2.1 important roles of bacteria
2.1 gene substitution
2.1 which of the following is not a type of mutation
2.1 bacteria and environment
2.1 future in microbiology
2.1 name six kinds of chromosomal mutations
2.1 food and industrial biotechnology careers
2.1 disadvantages of antibiotics in humans
2.1 what is the importance of pcr
2.1 mechanisms of action of antibiotics
2.1 spectrum of action of antibiotics
2.2 biotech business ideas
2.2 careers in biotechnology in india
2.2 himalayan rabbit gene expression
2.2 what is the gm feature
2.2 miles and misra calculations
2.2 transfection vs. transduction
2.2 jobs for biotech students
2.2 formation of trna



2.2 substitution genetic mutation
2.2 biotech exams
2.3 biotech jobs in india
2.3 biotechnology career options
2.3 contribution of biotechnology in food processing
2.3 which of the following is not a type of mutation?
2.3 biotechnology antibiotics
2.3 what is pcr used for in biotechnology
2.3 phd in singapore without gre
2.3 why e coli is used in genetic experiments
2.3 mutations substitution
2.3 bt cotton controversy
2.3 substitution description
2.3 bioremediation processes
2.3 job vacancies in biotech companies
2.3 role of biotechnology in waste management
2.3 numerical changes in chromosomes
2.3 jobs for biotechnologists
2.3 upcoming biotech companies
2.3 frameshift substitution
2.3 somatic hybridization wikipedia
2.3 mutagen virus
2.3 upstream fermentation
2.3 applications of nanorobots
2.3 substitution and frameshift mutation
2.3 mechanism of action of antibiotic
2.3 yashraj biotechnology ltd
2.4 transfection transduction
2.4 career in biotechnology in india
2.4 biopharmaceutical companies in india
2.4 conservation of germplasm
2.4 importance of biosafety
2.4 which of the following are applications of genetic engineering
2.4 outcome of substitution
2.4 germplasm conservation techniques
2.4 transfection genetics
2.4 parts of biosensor
2.4 what are some environmental factors that can influence gene expression
2.4 biosensors and its types
2.4 xenobiotics compounds
2.4 job in biotech
2.4 the first human protein produced using biotechnology was
2.5 gate biotechnology
2.5 biotech industries in india
2.5 gate for biotechnology
2.5 biotech career options
2.5 function of recombinant dna
2.5 how to calculate restriction fragment size
2.5 government jobs for biotechnology postgraduates
2.5 biotech top companies
2.5 biotechnology of food processing
2.5 biotechnology gate
2.5 importance of germplasm
2.5 polymerase chain reaction importance



2.5 single cell protein production from algae
2.5 jobs biotechnology india
2.5 biotech waste management
2.5 benefits of biotechnology in health
2.5 nus interview
2.6 transduction transfection
2.6 what is gene therapy and how might it be used as a treatment for cancer
2.6 therapeutic cloning advantages
2.6 construction of genomic and cdna libraries
2.6 transduction and transfection
2.6 upstream and downstream processing in fermentation
2.6 benefits of antibiotics for humans
2.6 what is the outcome of substitution mutation
2.6 optopharmacology
2.6 job for biotech
2.6 top biotech companies in india 2014
2.6 bio pharma companies in india
2.6 bsc biotech
2.6 cisgenes
2.6 biotechnology india jobs
2.7 role of bacteria
2.7 advantages of therapeutic cloning
2.7 xenobiotic compounds
2.7 miles misra
2.7 miles and misra technique
2.7 jobs for biotech freshers
2.7 biotechnology jobs india
2.7 career options in biotechnology
2.7 germplasm storage
2.7 xenobiotic compound
2.7 techniques used in genetic engineering
2.7 top 10 biotech companies in india 2014
2.7 list of biotechnology jobs
2.7 jobs for biotechnology freshers
2.7 miles and misra calculation
2.7 vacancy in biotechnology
2.7 microbiology and its scope
2.7 bioplastic production from microbes
2.7 mutation addition deletion substitution
2.7 antibiotics mode of action
2.7 vacancy for biotechnology fresher
2.7 gate in biotechnology
2.8 bioremediation process
2.8 frameshift mutation insertion
2.8 red biotechnology examples
2.8 biotechnology career in india
2.8 difference between transfection and transformation
2.8 uses of microorganisms in biotechnology
2.8 gate bt
2.8 microbiology future
2.8 the role of bacteria
2.8 bacteria in environment
2.8 somatic hybrids and cybrids
2.8 biotechnology jobs list



2.8 himalayan rabbit fur color change
2.8 what is the job of bacteria
2.8 microorganisms involved in fermentation
2.9 somatic hybridization
2.9 roles of bacteria
2.9 upstream processing in fermentation
2.9 transfection and transduction
2.9 antimicrobial enzymes
2.9 transduction versus transfection
2.9 what is somatic hybridization
2.9 xenobiotic degradation
2.9 transfection versus transduction
2.9 recombinant vaccines production
2.9 how does bacteria help the environment
2.9 biotech fresher jobs
2.9 bsc in biotechnology and bioinformatics
2.9 bsbe iitb
2.9 biotechnology pcr
2.9 single cell protein production from bacteria
2.9 vacancy for biotechnology
3 biotechnology companies
3 miles and misra method
3 process of bioremediation
3 insertion deletion and substitution mutations
3 miles misra technique
3 which of the following is an example of a cis-acting element?
3 biotech jobs india
3 plasmid method
3 pcr biotechnology
3 rdna vaccines
3 structural and numerical alterations of chromosomes
3 crabtree effect in fermentation process
3 how is pcr used in biotechnology
3 substitution in dna
3 how can specific genes be retrieved from a dna library
3 job in biotech company
3 explain bioremediation
3 biosensors and its applications
3
3 the polymerase chain reaction (pcr) is essential for:
3 jobs in biotechnology for freshers
3 somatic hybridisation in plants
3 advantages and disadvantages of tissue engineering
3 how can recombinant dna and bacterial cells be used to produce vaccines
3 scope in microbiology
3 advantages of somatic hybridization
3 job vacancies for biotechnology
3 application of microbes
3 substitution biology example
3 features of mrna
3 what does substitution mutation mean
3 jobs for biotechnologist
3 bacteria roles
3 substitution effect on resulting protein

is there any particular pattern among genomes and the organisms who have 
them



3 what are the five groups used to classify amino acids
3 cytoplasmic inheritance in plants
3 how can recombinant dna and bacterial cells be used to produce vaccines?
3 application of antisense technology
3 bacterial diseases in human beings
3 biotecnology jobs
3 food and industrial biotechnology
3 list of xenobiotics
3 what positive role do bacteria play in an ecosystem
3 pcr biotech
3 gate biotechnology 2014 cut off marks
3 latest biotechnology jobs
3 bsc medical technology scope
3 substitution description and outcome
3 downstream process in fermentation
3 amino acids types and functions
3 cut off marks for gate 2013 life science
3 government exams for life science students
3 scope of b.sc biotechnology
3 scope of bsc biotechnology in india
3 antibiotics benefits for humans
3 benefits of biotechnology in human health
3 numerical mutation
3 classification of pesticide based on mode of action
3 career after b.sc biotechnology
3 how do bacteria play a role in the environment
3 transfection in bacteria
3 methods of cell transformation
3 overview of fermentation industry
3 how does the environment affect the expression of genes
3 application of microorganisms in biotechnology
3 biotech exam
3 what are some environmental factors that influence gene expression
3 biotech companies in gujarat list
3 what to do after bsc biotech
3 mode of action of antibiotics
3 antibiotic mode of action
3 airlift bioreactor wikipedia
3 purpose of transgenic animals
3 mrna trna rrna structure
3 why do scientists call a deletion a frameshift mutation
3 biotech india jobs
3 biotechnology industries in india
3 biotechnology careers in india
3 bsc in biotechnology scope
3 stages of fermentation process
3 tezpur university summer internship 2015
3 list of companies offering summer internship in india
3 rotary drum reactor
3 discuss the role of mutagens and carcinogens in causing mutations
3 monsanto biotech
3 iit madras summer internship 2014 selected candidates list
3 "studies+in+1900,+nursing+in+1923,+drama+in+1955,+architecture"
3 m tech in singapore through gate



3 micropropagation method
3 what is the difference between biopharmaceutical and pharmaceutical
3 bt gate
3 gcamp structure
3 why are insertions and deletions harmful
3 decay-fighting microbes
3 scopes in microbiology
3 upstream proces
3 how does bioremediation works
3 numerical changes in chromosome
3 bet 2015 dbt
3 bsc biotech scope
3 number of student appeared in gate 2015
3 distinguish between different types of mutations
3 jobs in medical coding
3 biotech firms
3 biotech companies in germany

3.1 biotechnology jobs in india
3.1 miles and misra
3.1 techniques in genetic engineering
3.1 how does bioremediation work
3.1 effect of environment on gene expression
3.1 function of antibiotic
3.1 the polymerase chain reaction (pcr) is essential for
3.1 mutation insertion deletion substitution
3.1 bsc biotechnology scope
3.1 substitution insertion and deletion mutations
3.1 study biotechnology in usa
3.1 which of the following is an example of a cis-acting element
3.1 miles misra method
3.1 what positive role does bacteria play in an ecosystem
3.1 jobs for biotech
3.1 associates in biotechnology
3.1 biotechnology job vacancies
3.1 medical coding eligibility
3.1 substitution gene mutation
3.1 top 10 biomedical companies in india
3.1 internships for biotechnology students in india
3.1 mode of action of antibiotic
3.2 role of biotechnology in food industry
3.2 difference between pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical
3.2 difference between transformation and transfection
3.2 viral transduction vs transfection
3.2 bioremediation methods
3.2 role of bacteria in decomposition
3.2 microbiology scope
3.2 biotech job in india
3.2 xenobiotics degradation
3.2 frameshift mutation deletion
3.2 importance of drug metabolism
3.2 genetic engineering techniques biotechnology
3.2 what is the difference between pharmaceutical and biopharmaceutical
3.2 scope for microbiology
3.2 somatic hybrid



3.2 antibiotics are useful against
3.2 biotechnology vs bioinformatics
3.2 antibiotics biotechnology
3.2 substitution deletion insertion mutation
3.2 what is substitution mutation in dna
3.3 biopharmaceutical vs pharmaceutical
3.3 difference between transformation and transduction
3.3 what are the benefits of biotechnology
3.3 somatic hybrids
3.3 biotechnology business ideas
3.3 disadvantages of tissue engineering
3.3
3.3 positives of biotechnology
3.3 what causes substitution mutation
3.3 list of biotechnology careers
3.3 examples of substitution mutations
3.3 career after bsc biotechnology
3.3 job in biotechnology for freshers
3.3 gibbs healthcare
3.3 nus phd interview
3.3 career options after bsc biotechnology
3.3 companies for biotechnology
3.3 importance of germplasm conservation
3.3 disease causing bacteria in humans
3.3 medical coding course eligibility
3.3 insertion and deletion mutation
3.3 artificial haemoglobin
3.3 why use bioremediation
3.3 role of antibiotics against pathogens
3.3 why use e coli in genetics experiments
3.3 biotechnology is boon or bane
3.3 job vacancies biotechnology
3.3 job for biotechnology freshers
3.3 the ti plasmid is naturally found in
3.4 types of bioremediation
3.4 fields in biotechnology
3.4 bioremediation biotechnology
3.4 gebbs healthcare solutions airoli jobs
3.4 internship for biotechnology students in india
3.4 biotechnological importance of microorganisms
3.4 environmental effect on gene expression
3.4 mutation substitution deletion insertion
3.4 list of careers in biotechnology
3.4 scope of biotechnology in australia
3.4 associates degree in biotechnology
3.4 upstreaming process
3.4 biosensors applications in various fields
3.4 gebbs healthcare solutions interview questions
3.4 environmental factors that influence gene expression
3.4 bacteria purpose
3.4 importance of polymerase chain reaction
3.4 scope of bsc biotechnology
3.4 biotechnology in usa universities
3.4 substitution outcome

is there any particular pattern among genomes and the organisms who have 
them?



3.4 bioplastic pha
3.5 jobs in biotech companies
3.5 application of gmo
3.5 biotech careers list
3.5 food biotechnology jobs
3.5 application of biotechnology in food processing
3.5 types of cell mutations
3.5 about biotechnology careers
3.5 deletion or insertion mutations cause
3.5 applications of biotechnology in food processing
3.5 after bsc biotechnology
3.5 difference between biopharmaceutical and pharmaceutical
3.5 sunil nagpal
3.5 what is the outcome of substitution
3.5 microorganism in biotechnology
3.5 scope microbiology
3.5 fermentation batch process
3.5
3.5 atphosphate
3.5 biotechnology waste management
3.5 biotechnology boon or bane
3.5 recombinant dna function
3.5 biotechnology iit
3.6 biotech jobs for freshers
3.6 why e.coli is used in experiments
3.6 gebbs airoli
3.6 therapeutic cloning disadvantages
3.6 list of airborne pathogens
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